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Company with legal form:

EORI No., VAT ID No.:

First name, last name:

Street:

Postal code / town:

Country:

Phone:

Email:

Vehicle / Goods:

Customs Power of Attorney and Privacy Policy

private businessThe import is:

I hereby authorize the company Pangea Cargo Speditionsgesellschaft mbH to register and process the following import consignment at 
customs in my name as follows (please tick as appropriate) and to sign necessary legally binding forms.

Customs clearance for free movement of goodsClearance of household effects

Fiscal duties Carnet de Passage1 2 3

4

Important information about refrigerants in air conditioners
The import of the refrigerant R12 is not permitted in Germany. If there is an air conditioning system that is filled with R12, it must be 
removed and disposed at a charge. The refrigerant R134a is permitted for private imports, but for professional importers it must also be 
disposed of by an approved specialist company. 
  
The removal of refrigerants is only possible if the customs custody is interrupted by a so-called "inward processing".  This process takes 
a few days, is quite expensive and would exceed the time for free storage. 
 
The corresponding EC Regulation No. 1005/2009 is available on request.

T-1 transit procedures

Marking / VIN:

Purchase price with currency:

Yes NoAir conditioning: Yes NoDamaged vehicle:

There is no company connection between us and the seller in terms of art. 143 of the Regulation (EEC) Nr. 2454/93. 
 
I assume full liability for the completeness and correctness of all information given by me, in particular I confirm the accuracy of the 
purchase price. 
 
Should there be any changes concerning the customs value or other circumstances, I undertake to inform you immediately.  
  
I confirm the assumption of all obligations and import duties arising from this power of attorney, including any customs penalties and / or 
late surcharges.  
  
In the case of a T-1 customs transit procedure I undertake to duly terminate the transit document at the responsible customs office 
within the specified period. 
 

Cubic capacity:
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Place Date Signature

Yes, I would like a fee-based delivery.
No, I will pick up by appointment.

There is additional cargo as defined in the following list:
There are no objects in the vehicle.

Quantity Type of packaging Contents description Value $

I hereby consent to the transfer of my personal data as well 
as personal documents submitted by me, if these are 
necessary for the execution of the transport and / or 
customs clearance.

Delivery: Privacy Policy:

4

3

2

1 If transit to another German or European customs office.

For companies based in another EU country. Import VAT is collected by the authorities of the country where the importer is established.

For temporary import of non-European motor vehicles.

So-called "regular import" , subject to tax.and duties.
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Customs Power of Attorney and Privacy Policy
The import is:
I hereby authorize the company Pangea Cargo Speditionsgesellschaft mbH to register and process the following import consignment at customs in my name as follows (please tick as appropriate) and to sign necessary legally binding forms.
1
2
3
4
Important information about refrigerants in air conditioners
The import of the refrigerant R12 is not permitted in Germany. If there is an air conditioning system that is filled with R12, it must be removed and disposed at a charge. The refrigerant R134a is permitted for private imports, but for professional importers it must also be disposed of by an approved specialist company.   The removal of refrigerants is only possible if the customs custody is interrupted by a so-called "inward processing".  This process takes a few days, is quite expensive and would exceed the time for free storage.  The corresponding EC Regulation No. 1005/2009 is available on request.
Air conditioning:
Damaged vehicle:
There is no company connection between us and the seller in terms of art. 143 of the Regulation (EEC) Nr. 2454/93.  I assume full liability for the completeness and correctness of all information given by me, in particular I confirm the accuracy of the purchase price.  Should there be any changes concerning the customs value or other circumstances, I undertake to inform you immediately.    I confirm the assumption of all obligations and import duties arising from this power of attorney, including any customs penalties and / or late surcharges.    In the case of a T-1 customs transit procedure I undertake to duly terminate the transit document at the responsible customs office within the specified period.  
Signature
Quantity
Type of packaging
Contents description
Value $
I hereby consent to the transfer of my personal data as well as personal documents submitted by me, if these are necessary for the execution of the transport and / or customs clearance.
Delivery:
Privacy Policy:
4
3
2
1
If transit to another German or European customs office.
For companies based in another EU country. Import VAT is collected by the authorities of the country where the importer is established.
For temporary import of non-European motor vehicles.
So-called "regular import" , subject to tax.and duties.
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